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Abstract. Defects such as vacancies and nanovoids are known to drastically modify
the structural state of materials. Void nucleation, growth and coalescence are important
micromechanical mechanisms underlying ductile crack growth in metals. In high-purity
metals, void nucleation often operates at the nanoscale and is followed by plastic cavi-
tation when the void attains the critical pressure for dislocation emission. This work is
concerned with the thermomechanical study of plastic nanovoid cavitation in aluminium
(Al) single crystals under triaxial load using the HotQC method. HotQC is a multiscale
modeling scheme that seamlessly links continuum and atomistic descriptions at finite
temperature. This work provides a detailed characterization of the void growth and cav-
itation mechanism, including the emitted dislocations, the dislocation reaction paths and
attendant macroscopic quantities of interest such as the cavitation stress and temperature
evolution as well as a comparison with a previous work carried out at 0K.
1 INTRODUCTION
The complete mechanism of ductile failure in metals induced by the presence of voids
is divided in three main stages, for instance: void nucleation, cavitation and coalescence
[1]. This failure mechanism has been documented by many experimental works [2, 3]
and references therein. The nucleation of nanovoids at the atomistic scale of the material
might occur due to different mechanisms, such as vacancy diffusion in high-purity metallic
single crystals under extreme conditions, i.e. plastic deformation, shock wave loading, etc.
[4]. Nanovoids can also appear in crystals under extreme loading conditions in order to
accommodate the applied deformation or can be due to defects during the manufacturing
process of the material, which is observed even in highly pure synthesized nanomaterials
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[5]. The following stage in ductile failure is the void growth. In this stage, the nanovoid
increases its volume multiple times in order to accommodate the applied stress, starting
the plastic deformation and dislocation emission from the surface of the void. Finally,
when the size of the void is sufficiently large to interact with other voids the coalescence
process is observed. Therefore, the damage in the material is characterized by the emer-
gence of distributed microcracks or voids in a narrow region of the material which may
result in the catastrophic failure of the specimen.
Due to the fact that ductile failure of materials is one of the main mechanism of failure
in many different engineering devices, we focus our work in the study of nanovoid growth
by dislocation emission to understand the onset of plastic cavitation. This problem has
been analysed by many works using Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations [6, 7, 8] to
mention but a few. Although MD is particularly well suited for the study of void growth
at very high strain rates, this method does not allow to simulate the thermodynamic
evolution of the material during the ductile failure. In order to overcome this limitation,
in this work we use a novel approach for simulating thermomechanical problems based on
the multiscale approach proposed by the Quasicontinuum method (QC). The QC method-
ology was proposed more than fifteen years ago [9] as a modeling approach for the study
of mechanical problems where atomistic resolution is required in a localized subset of the
analysis domain. Initially, the QC was applied to the solution of mechanical problems in
solids with defects at 0K. More recently, the method has been extended to encompass
coupled non-equilibrium thermomechanical problems [10, 11], enabling the full analysis of
continuum/atomistic domains of materials at finite temperature. This extension is called
HotQC method and has been applied to different plasticity problems such as nanoinden-
tation [10] and nanovoid growth under triaxial expansion [11, 12]. HotQC method is used
in this work as the multiscale approach to study the thermomechanical evolution of the
void growth by dislocation emission in aluminum under triaxial loading conditions.
The development of the HotQC method for non-homogeneous temperature distribu-
tions relies on three aspects. Firstly, the instantaneous vibrations of the atoms are
eliminated through the use of the Jayne’s maximum entropy principle [13], performing
phase average and constructing a mean field free energy, which is function of the macro-
scopic variables of the atoms such as position, temperature and frequency. Secondly, a
variational thermoelastic formulation proposed by Yang et al. [14] is required in order
to describe equilibrium and away-from-equilibrium thermodynamics of solids. Third, a
coarse-graining of the full thermodynamic problem must allow bridging the continuum
and atomistic scales. One of the main advantages of the HotQC method, is that we can
set up different time steps between thermodynamic equilibrium solutions, and therefore,
we can simulate systems in different thermodynamic states, varying from isothermal (large
time steps) to adiabatic (very small time steps).
In this work we focus our study on the evolution of nanovoid growth by dislocation
emission in single Al crystals at finite temperature. Our intention is to study the effect
of the temperature in the cavitation stress, void growth and dislocation emission. To this
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end, we compare our results with those from the previous work of Marian et al. [15] where
they applied the QC method at 0K to study nanovoid cavitation by dislocation emission
in aluminum single crystals.
2 SIMULATION DETAILS
The simulation performed in this work was carried out using the following set up. The
computational domain ΩRV is a cubic crystal of aluminium of dimensions 144a0×144a0×
144a0 (a0 = 4.032A˚). We used the EAM-type potentials proposed by Ercolessi et al. [16]
to simulate Al under triaxial expansion at the strain rate ε˙ = 1010s−1. In the center of the
crystal a cubic full atomistic zone of dimensions 16a0×16a0×16a0 is provided. Away from
the full representative zone we apply systematically coarsening of the sample ΩRV using
a set of representative atoms or nodes. Therefore, a Finite Element (FE) mesh is defined
using a Delaunay triangulation over the nodes. In the center of ΩRV , a spherical void of
diameter 12.5a0 is modeled by removing atoms from the initial full atomistic zone. Firstly,
the sample is initially relaxed at an initial temperature T0 = 300K, this is performed by
the minimization of the mean field free energy with respect to the nodal positions {qa}
and frequencies {ωa}. For the thermal expansion, the Boundary Conditions (BCs) applied
to the sample consists on fixing the normal displacement at nodes on planes x = 0, y = 0
and z = 0. This BC ensures isothermal expansion preventing the distortion of the crystal.
After the initial thermal expansion, the computational cell is deformed applying a homo-
geneous deformation gradient, where the deformation increment is set up as 0.1%. The
applied BCs for this part of the simulation start with the removal of the initial applied
restrictions. Then, we proceed by imposing a given displacement of the atoms located
at the free surfaces of the crystal and finding the equilibrium positions of the remaining
ones by minimizing the mean field free energy. In every deformation step, the equilibrium
configuration is found using a nonlinear conjugate gradient method [17]. Alternatively,
a dynamic relaxation method is used [18] when the computational minimization process
during a loading step becomes very slow. In addition, the atomic temperature is allowed
to change between steps of deformation and the equilibrium value for each atom is reached
by using a nonlinear conjugate gradient which guarantees the maximization of the total
energy with respect to the nodal temperatures {Ta}. Additionally, in order to ensure full
atomistic resolution when dislocations are emitted, an automatic remeshing scheme of
the FE mesh is performed as a function of the second invariant of the Lagrange strain
tensor. Finally, atoms that belong to the dislocation cores are distinguished based on
their dimensionless Centro Symmetric Deviation (CSD) parameter [19] computed using
the Atomeye program [20]. To ease the comparison of our results with those previously
obtained by Marian et al [15], in all subsequent dislocation structure plots, atoms are
coloured according to the relative magnitude of their CSD parameter with red corre-
sponding to perfect dislocation cores, while atoms belonging to anomalous dislocations
are identified by means of a green-yellow color, following their coloring criteria.
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Figure 1: Virial stress vs volumetric deformation for Al under triaxial expansion. Results
presented in [15]at 0K compared with finite temperature results obtained using HotQC
(the simulation at finite temperature is carried out at T0 = 300K and ǫ˙ = 10
10s−1). Also,
the void fraction (Vvoid/V ) is plotted for the finite temperature simulation.
3 RESULTS
In this section we proceed to describe the evolution of the virial stress vs volumetric
deformation, the dislocation structures and kinetics at the early stages of the void growth,
the subsequent void shape changes and the atomic temperature field evolution in Al single
crystal obtained using the HotQC method.
3.1 Stress vs strain and void fraction curves
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the virial stress vs strain for the simulation performed
at 0K by Marian et al. [15] as well as the curve for finite temperature obtained using
the HotQC method. Both simulations were carried out using the interatomic potential
proposed by Ercolessi et al. [16]. The void fraction evolution (Vvoid/V ) for T0 = 300K is
also shown in Figure 1. We observe a reduction of the cavitation stress at finite temper-
ature of about 30% which is expected due to the evolution of the elastic modulus with
the temperature. Although the evolution of both curves is quantitatively different, the
behaviour of the material is qualitatively similar in both simulations. The evolution of the
virial stress might clearly be divided in three different stages easily identified by means of
the void fraction curve. These three main stages are summarized as: i) a first stage up to
the first cavitation point at ǫV ol = 17.2% for the 0K simulation and ǫV ol = 16.9% for the
simulation at finite temperature, characterized by elastic expansion of the void without
dislocation emission, ii) following this linear stage, a second plastic stage up to the second
cavitation point at ǫV ol = 30.8% for 0K and ǫV ol = 29.9% for T0 = 300K, characterized
by the emission of dislocations from the void surface and plastic void growth, iii) finally,
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a third stage of hardening is observed in the simulation performed at 0K whereas for the
finite temperature case, we observe a loss of stiffness in the crystal up to its failure.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Dislocation structures around the void for the first cavitation point observed at
finite temperature. Front (Figure 2a) and back (Figure 2b) view of dislocation structure.
Anomalous dislocations b = 1
2
�110� on {001} planes are labelled with letter A, perfect
dislocations b = 1
2
�110� on {111} planes are labelled with letter B and Lomer-Cottrell
dislocations are labelled with letter C.
3.2 Dislocation emission
During the first stage of the loading process we have observed a linear deformation of the
void, the crystal does not bear any plastic deformation nor dislocation emission. When the
stress reaches the critical value for dislocation emission, the cavitation process starts and
the dislocations are emitted from the void surface. We proceed to describe and compare
the dislocation structures predicted by the QC method [15] and our results at finite
temperature. Figure 2 of reference [15] shows the dislocation structure observed just after
the first cavitation point, which is composed of a set of tetrahedral dislocation junctions
symmetrically distributed on all six �100� vertex of the void. A detailed analysis of the
dislocation structures performed by the authors reveals sets of four tetrahedra converging
at a single point. The tetrahedra is composed of {111} stacking fault surfaces bounded,
alternatively, by stair-rod type sessile dislocations, with Burgers vector b = 1/6�110�, and
perfect dislocations b = 1/2�110�.
Figure 2 shows the dislocation structure obtained for the first cavitation point at
T0 = 300K. Figures 2a and 2b correspond to the front view and the back view of
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Figure 3: View of the dislocations structure surrounding the void at ǫV ol = 32.0% at finite
temperature. We can observe the anomalous type dislocations b = �110� on {001} planes
and the perfect type dislocations b = �110� on {111} planes.
the dislocation structures form after the first cavitation point at T0 = 300K. As we can
see, a different structure is obtained by our finite temperature simulation, this dislocation
configuration is less rigid than the one in reference [15]. However, the type of dislocations
emitted from the void surface together with the active slip systems are the same for both
simulations. For the finite temperature case, we observe the emission of dislocations with
b = 1/2�110� on planes {001} (labelled with letter A) which have also been observed by
Marian et al, perfect dislocations b = 1/2�110� on {111} planes (labelled with letter B)
and Lomer-Cottrell dislocations at {001} planes (labelled with letter C). Due to the fact
that dislocations of type-A are not common in FCC metals, they called them anomalous
dislocations. Therefore, we can conclude that the potential proposed by Ercolessi et al.
predicts the emission of anomalous dislocations with b = 1/2�110� on planes {001} inde-
pendently of considering the thermomechanical coupling mechanism. In fact, this type
of dislocation is the most commonly observed during the process of void growth. This is
due to the geometry of the distribution of dislocations, where the anomalous dislocations
block the growth of the perfect ones (b = 1/2�110�) when the latter ones reach the {001}
plane. Indeed, when one perfect dislocation b = 1/2�110� is emitted, it travels along
the crystal on planes {111}. However, once it reaches the anomalous dislocation at the
intersection of the planes {111} and {001}. Then, the b = 1/2�110� dislocation on {111}
plane gets blocked due to presence of anomalous dislocations. This mechanism blocks the
emission and the interactions between different dislocations in different slips systems and
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Figure 4: Temperature evolution and temperature field for Al. Figure 4a shows the
evolution of the temperature with the deformation. Figure 4b shows the temperature
field along z = 0 at ǫV ol = 20%.
as result there is no emission of prismatic dislocations loops, which is commonly observed
in the evolution of void growth. After reaching the first cavitation point, the anomalous
dislocations continue moving away from the void surface. Finally, Figure 3 shows the
dislocations structure for ǫV ol = 32.0%, just before the crystal collapses.
3.3 Temperature evolution
Figure 4 shows the time-evolution of the temperature observed at three different points
within the crystal: one point on the surface of the void, a second point near to the void
surface and a third point far from the void surface. Before reaching the critical strain
for cavitation, the crystal cools down due to the thermoelastic effect of the material as
expected for large strain rates. This variation in the temperature is clearly linear in
accordance with the linear deformation of the crystal. However, when the deformation
field attains the critical value for the cavitation of the void, the temperature along the
void surface experiences an abrupt increment causing a fast heating localized in this zone.
Figure 4b represents the atomic temperature filed in the vicinity of the void at ǫV ol = 20%.
It is easily seen that the temperature field is clearly inhomogeneous, reaching its highest
value along the void surface. Additionally, we can observe that when ǫV ol = 20.0%
the temperature of the atom labelled as near to the void increases its value due to the
presence of dislocations at this position. Moreover, during the last steps of deformation,
the evolution of the temperature shows a slowdown. This behaviour in the time evolution
of the temperature indicates a loss in the global stiffness of the crystal.
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3.4 Void growth
The evolution through the cavitation process of the void fraction vs volumetric de-
formation has been presented in Figure 1. We might clearly differentiate three stages
in the void fraction evolution. First, a linear regimen up to ǫV ol = 16.7% in which the
change in the void volume is proportional to the deformation. This stage is associated
with the elastic deformation of the crystal and dislocations are not observed before this
point. Then, as deformation increases, atoms at the void surface need to move in order
to minimize the energy stored in the crystal due to the applied deformation. This point
corresponds with the first cavitation of the void, which might be clearly identified by
the sudden increase of its volume. Furthermore, as the deformation increases, the void
fraction passes through a linear stage before attaining the second cavitation point, which
is reached at approximately ǫV ol = 27.5%. At this point, the evolution of the void frac-
tion indicates a sharp increase in the void volume and correspondingly a decrease in the
stiffness of the crystal is observed. The further stage of deformation shows a drop of the
virial stress vs strain curve followed by the global failure of the crystal after some steps
of deformation. Additionally, Figure 5 shows several snapshots of the void at different
levels of deformation. We observe that prior to cavitation the void maintains its perfect
spherical shape (Figures 5(a) and 5(b)). Then, after reaching the first cavitation point
(Figure 5(c)) we observe that the void grows primarily in planes {111}. Finally, snapshots
corresponding to the last stages of deformation (Figures 5(d) to 5(f)) show that the void
shape becomes more spherical.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have applied the HotQC method to the study of the thermomechanical evolution
of void growth in aluminium single crystals under triaxial expansion and compared our
results with the previous work of Marian et al. [15]. We have ascertained that the critical
stress for dislocation emission is reduced at finite temperature about a 30% in comparison
with 0K simulations. This result is expected due to the variation of the elastic modulus
in materials with temperature. We also observed that upon the attainment of a critical
or cavitation strain of the order of ǫvol = 17.0%, dislocations are abruptly and profusely
emitted from the void and the rate of growth of the void increases precipitously. The
simulation carried out in this work shows the emission of different dislocations: anomalous,
perfect and Lomer-Cottrell dislocations. Although there is a difference in the dislocations
structure obtained at 0K and 300K, the observed type of dislocations and active slip
systems for both simulations are the same. In addition, we might conclude that the
potential proposed by Ercolessi et al. [16] predicts the emission of anomalous dislocations
which are not commonly observed in FCC crystals. We have also studied the temperature
evolution throughout the simulation at different positions within the sample. Remarkably,
prior to cavitation, the crystal cools down due to the thermoelastic effect. By contrast,
following cavitation dislocation emission causes rapid local heating in the vicinity of the
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(a) Initial void. =(b) Before cavitation at ǫV ol  12.4%.
(c) After cavitation ǫV ol = 17.0%. (d) Transition regime ǫV ol = 17.9%.
(e) Void at ǫV ol = 21.5%. (f) Void at ǫV ol = 32.9%.
Figure 5: Void evolution for [16] potential under triaxial load using the HotQC method.
The simulations was carried out at T0 = 300K and ǫ˙ = 10
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void, which in turn sets up a temperature gradient and results in the conduction of heat
away from the void surface. Our results indicate that a heat flux appears from the void
surface and is due to the plastic work generated by the high level of deformation in
the surrounding area of the void. Therefore, it bears to emphasize that the study of
void cavitation by dislocation emission at finite temperature might be analysed using the
coupled thermomechanical framework proposed by the HotQC method.
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